
SYMMETRIES OF HYPERBOLIC SPATIAL GRAPHSIN 3-MANIFOLDSTORU IKEDADepartment of Mathematis, Kindai University,3-4-1 Kowakae, Higashi-Osaka, Osaka 577-8502, JapanDediated to Professor Yukio Matsumoto on his 70th birthdayAbstrat. We onsider symmetries of spatial graphs in ompat 3-manifoldsdesribed by smooth �nite group ations. We �rst present a method for on-struting an in�nite family of hyperboli spatial graphs with given symmetry.Next, we apply this method to the study of links in 3-manifolds whih an beregarded as systems of rotation axes in losed hyperboli 3-manifolds obtainedby Dehn surgeries.Aknowledgement. I would like to express my gratitude to Professor YukioMatsumoto for his helpful advies and enouragement in various sene of myativities in topology. 1. IntrodutionLet Ge be the set of �nite graphs with no vertex of degree less than two eahof whose omponents has Euler harateristi e. The set of spatial embeddings ofgraphs in Ge into M is denoted by Ge(M). We refer to a �nite group generated byself-di�eomorphisms of M as a smooth �nite group ation on M .Myers proved in [8℄ that every losed onneted 3-manifold ontains in�nitely manyhyperboli links up to ambient isotopy. Myers' result is generalized in [4℄ to the ase ofhyperboli spatial graphs in losed orientable 3-manifolds. It is a natural question toask whether this result extends to the ase of symmetri hyperboli spatial graphs. Inthis talk, we �rst present a method for onstruting hyperboli spatial graphs setwiseinvariant under a �nite group ation to prove the following theorem (see [4℄).Theorem 1.1. Let G be a smooth �nite group ation on a ompat onneted 3-manifold M . For any integer e � 0, there are in�nitely many ambient isotopy lassesof setwise G-invariant hyperboli spatial graphs in Ge(M).As an appliation, we show the following theorem (see [5℄).Theorem 1.2. Let M be a losed orientable 3-manifold, fp1; p2; : : :g a sequene ofintegers greater than one. For any link L in M , there exists an in�nite sequenefL1;L2; : : :g of framed links in M � L suh that the Dehn surgery of M alongeah Li yields a omplete hyperboli 3-manifold Mi of �nite volume whih admitsan orientation-preserving smooth �nite yli group ation of order pi with �xed pointset L, and that any two of the Mi's are not di�eomorphi.E-mail address: ikeda�math.kindai.a.jp .
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Figure 1. Hyperboli spatial graphs in S3
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T6 �3;2Figure 2. Constrution of �3;22. Hyperboli spatial graphs with given symmetriesThe basi idea of this talk is to use the spatial graph �n in S3 illustrated in Figure1, where n is an integer greater than two. Paoluzzi and Zimmermann proved in[9℄ that the exterior E(�n) of �n is a ompat hyperboli 3-manifold with totallygeodesi boundary. Denote by Bn�1 the bouquet of n � 1 irles obtained from �nby sliding eah of the edges e3; : : : ; en along e1 so that one of the endpoints goes fromv2 to v1. For example, �7 and B6 are illustrated in Figure 2.Let n be a positive integer, and �k, where k � 4, a losed 3-ball assoiated witha system F (�k) of k disjoint disks marked on the boundary. Note that Tkn =(E(v1); Bkn \E(v1)) is a kn-string tangle. Take an orientation-preserving di�eomor-phism f : E(v1) ! �k. By sliding the ars, one an assume that eah ar has itsendpoints on the same disk in F (�k), and that eah disk meets n ars. By slidingfurther, one an assume that on eah disk n endpoints, one for eah ar, are ollapsedto one single point reating a system �k;n of k disjoint opies of a star with n edges.For example, T6 and �3;2 are illustrated in Figure 2.



SYMMETRIES OF HYPERBOLIC SPATIAL GRAPHS IN 3-MANIFOLDS 3Let (�;� ) and (�0; � 0) be opies of (�k; �k;n) and (�`; �`;n) for some k and `.For a disk F in F (�) and a disk F 0 in F (�0), suppose that an orientation-reversingdi�eomorphism ' : F ! F 0 takes � \F to � 0\F 0. Glue � and �0 along F and F 0 by'. Denote by � [' � 0 the result of gluing � and � 0 by this operation. Then � [' � 0has a omponent of Euler harateristi 1�n. The following proposition implies thatE(� [' � 0) is a omplete hyperboli 3-manifold of �nite volume.Proposition 2.1 (Myers [8℄). Let M be a ompat onneted 3-manifold with non-empty boundary, and F a ompat onneted proper surfae of negative Euler hara-teristi in M bounded by essential loops on �M . Then M is a ompat, irreduible,atoroidal, anannular 3-manifold with inompressible boundary if so is eah piee ob-tained by splitting M along F .Suppose that a 3-manifold M is equipped with a triangulation K with 3-simplies�1; : : : ; �n. Sine a regular neighborhood N of the 1-skeleton is a handlebody, Kis modi�ed to a ell deomposition of M , alled a polyhedral deomposition of Mindued from K, whose 3-ells are the 0-handles and 1-handles of N , and �i\E(M1)for 1 � i � n. In this deomposition, at most three 3-ells meet along eah 1-ell, andat most four 3-ells meet at eah 0-ell. Therefore, the union of any subolletion of3-ells is a 3-dimensional submanifold of M in ontrast to the ase of a triangulationof M possibly ontaining a pair of 3-simplies whih interset in a 0- or 1-simplex.Let P be a 3-dimensional polyhedral ell omplex with 3-ells �1; : : : ; �n. The num-ber of the faes of eah �i is denoted by f(i). Let e � 0 be an integer, and 'i : �f(i) !�i an orientation-preserving di�eomorphism suh that it takes the preisely one diskin F (�f(i)) into eah fae of �i, and that 'i(�f(i);1�e) \ Fi;j = 'j(�f(j);1�e) \ Fi;jholds for eah pair of �i and �j with a ommon fae Fi;j . We denote by �P1�e theunion Sni=1 'i(�f(i);1�e).Let M be a ompat 3-manifold. The losed Haken number of M , denoted byh(M), is the maximal number of disjoint, inompressible, pairwise non-parallel, losedsurfaes that an be embedded in M (see [6℄).Lemma 2.2. Let 1 and 2 be hyperboli spatial graphs in distint losed 3-manifoldsX1 and X2 with k-valent verties v1 and v2, where k � 3, respetively. Let  be thevertex onneted sum of 1 and 2 at v1 and v2. Then h(E()) > h(E(1))+h(E(2)).Let �k;i be the hyperboli spatial graph obtained from i opies of �2k by repeatingthe vertex onneted sum operation i � 1 times. Denote by �P1�e;i the result of thevertex onneted sum operation with �k;i at eah vertex of �P1�e. Lemma 2.2 impliesthat the sequene fh(�P1�e;1); h(�P1�e;2); h(�P1�e;3); : : :g is stritly inreasing.Lemma 2.3. Let F be a polygon, and v an interior point or a vertex of F . LetM be a prism with base F . Suppose that M is equipped with the ell deompositionP indued from the stellar subdivision of F at v, in whih the 3-ells are triangularprisms. Then E(�P1�e;i) is a ompat, irreduible, atoroidal, anannular 3-manifoldwith inompressible boundary.Lemma 2.4. Let M be a onvex polyhedron, and v an interior point or a vertex ofM . Suppose that M is equipped with a stellar subdivision P at v. Then E(�P1�e;i) is aompat, irreduible, atoroidal, anannular 3-manifold with inompressible boundary.Outline of proof of Theorem 1.1. A triangulation K of the quotient orbifold M=G isonstruted using a G-invariant triangulation of M (see [2, Lemma 3.1℄) so that the



4 TORU IKEDAsingular lous S is a subomplex of K. Denote by P the polyhedral deomposition ofM=G indued from K. Modify P by subdividing the 3-ells interseting S as statedin Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. Deform �P1�e;i so that eah omponent attahing �M=G ismodi�ed to a bouquet of 1�e irles by sliding its 2�e verties to one point along the2-ell on whih they lies. Then we obtain a G-invariant spatial graph �P1�e;i in Ge(M).The hyperboliity of �P1�e;i follows by applying Proposition 2.1 to eah step of theonstrution of E(�P1�e;i) by gluing the piees given by the polyhedral deompositionof M . �3. Hyperboli rotations about links in 3-manifoldsFrom now on, �n for an integer n � 0 will denote a losed orientable 3-manifoldwhih is a 3-sphere if n = 0, and otherwise the onneted sum of n opies of S2�S1.Moreover, we will refer to a �nite yli group ation G on �n as a standard yliation of order p � 2 if it is indued from a �nite yli group ation on S3 generatedby a rotation about a trivial knot K of period p via the 0-surgeries along n disjointsetwise invariant meridians of K.Let  be a spatial graph in a losed 3-manifold X . Suppose that a sphere S in Xintersets  in k points avoiding the verties and splits X into two manifolds X1 andX2. By ollapsing eah sphere �Xi to a point,  \Xi is deformed to a spatial graphi in a losed 3-manifold Xi. We say that  is a vertex onneted sum of 1 and 2 atv1 and v2. Note that the exterior E() is obtained by gluing E(1) and E(2) alongompat planar surfaes of Euler harateristi 2� k on the boundaries.Proposition 3.1. Let G be a standard yli ation on �n, where n � 0, of orderp � 2. For any positive integer �, there exists a setwise G-invariant hyperboli linkL� in �n disjoint from the �xed point set of G suh that h(E(L�)) > � holds.Outline of proof. Suppose that the polyhedral deomposition P of �n=G and thespatial graph �Pk;i in �n=G are as stated in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Modify �Pk;iby performing the vertex onneted sum operation with Bk at eah vertex. Then weobtain a setwise G-invariant link �Pk;i in �n disjoint from the �xed point set of G.The hyperboliity of �Pk;i follows indutively from Proposition 2.1. Sine the sequenefh(�Pk;1); h(�Pk;2); : : :g is stritly inreasing, h(�Pk;i) > � holds for some i. �Lemma 3.2. Let M be a losed orientable 3-manifold. For any n-omponent link Lin M and for any integer p � 2, there exists a framed link L in M � L suh thatDehn surgery of M along L yields �n�1 whih admits a standard yli ation oforder p with �xed point set L.Outline of proof. By a Dehn surgery on a framed link L 0 in M � L, we see L asa link in S3 (see [7, 11℄). Trivialize L by the �1-Dehn surgeries orrespondingto rossing hanges of its diagram, as illustrated in Figure 3. The omponentsL0; : : : ; Ln�1 of L respetively bound disjoint disks �0; : : : ; �n�1 in S3. Take dis-joint disks D1; : : : ; Dn�1 in S3 suh that eah Di is a band sum of meridian disksof N(L0) and N(Li) along a band in E(L). The open solid torus S3 � L0 admitsan S1-bundle struture with �bers �D1; : : : ; �Dn�1 suh that eah �Di has a �beredregular neighborhood Vi ontaining �i in its interior. Let G be the �nite yli groupation on S3 of order p generated by a rotation about L0 setwise preserving eah �berof S3�L0. The 0-surgeries along �D1; � � � ; �Dn�1, whih yields �n�1, takes eah Vi
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'Figure 3. Dehn surgery realizing rossing hangeto a solid torus with the ore Li. Then the ation of G on S3 � intSn�1i=1 Vi extendsto a required ation on �n�1. �Let X be a ompat orientable hyperboli 3-manifold with a torus boundary om-ponent T . For a slope � on T , denote by X(�) the 3-manifold obtained by Dehn�lling X along �. Thurston's hyperboli Dehn surgery theorem [10℄ and the result ofBahman, Derby, Talbot and Sedgwik [1℄ lead to the following proposition.Proposition 3.3. Let X be a ompat orientable hyperboli 3-manifold with a torusboundary omponent T . Then there are in�nitely many slopes Æ on T suh that X(Æ)is a hyperboli 3-manifold with the losed Haken number h(X()) = h(X).Outline of proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume by Lemma 3.2 that G is a standard yliation on �n�1 with �xed point set L. Let f�1; �2; : : :g be a stritly inreasingsequene of positive integers de�ned by �1 = 1 and �i+1 = h(E(L�i)), where L�i isa link given by Proposition 3.1. Proposition 3.3 implies that some equivariant Dehnsurgeries along L�i yields a losed hyperboli 3-manifold �i with h(�i) = �i+1 inwhih L is the �xed point set of the ation indued from G. �Referenes[1℄ D. Bahman, R. Derby-Talbot and E. Sedgwik, Surfaes that beome isotopi after Dehn �lling,arXiv:1001.4259.[2℄ T. Ikeda, PL �nite group ations on 3-manifolds whih are onjugate by homeomorphisms,Houston J. Math. 28 (2002) 133{138.[3℄ T. Ikeda, Every �nite group ation on a ompat 3-manifold preserves in�nitely many hyperbolispatial graphs, J. Knot Theory Rami�ations 23 (2014) 1450034, 11pp.[4℄ T. Ikeda, Partially peripheral hyperboli links and spatial graphs, Topology Pro. 45 (2015)139{149.[5℄ T. Ikeda, Hyperboli rotations about links in 3-manifolds, preprint.[6℄ W. Jao, Letures on three-manifold topology, Conferene board of Mathematis, No. 43 (Amer-ian Mathematial Soiety, 1980).[7℄ W. B. R. Likorish, A representation of orientable ombinatorial 3-manifolds, Ann. of Math. (2)76 (1962) 531{540.[8℄ R. Myers, Exellent 1-manifolds in ompat 3-manifolds, Topology Appl. 49 (1993) 115{127.[9℄ L. Paoluzzi and B. Zimmermann, On a lass of hyperboli 3-manifolds and groups with onede�ning relation, Geom. Dediata 60 (1996) 113{123.[10℄ W. P. Thurston, The geometry and topology of 3-manifolds, Leture notes (Prineton University,1979).[11℄ A. D. Wallae, Modi�ations and obounding manifolds, Canad. J. Math. 12 (1960) 503{528.


